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Scholarship Essay
As I am approaching to conclude my current academic program, my
wish is to proceed for further studies with a keen interest in healthcare
administration. But that would depend if I happen to get a scholarship to
pursue my dreams. Academically, I have been exceptional having
maintained a perfect and credited academic record with my current
program attaining a majority of distinction A’s all over my classes. This
comes from the fact that, I put my studies at the upfront and above all
others aspects so I believe if I get the scholarship, it will help me continue
my streak academically, this time at the masters level in HealthCare
Administration.
Currently, am working in healthcare in a position I would deem
unsatisfactory. I have the potential to do more, and my work ethics and
record has proven so. I have every intention to move up in the corporate
ladder and serve in a more influential position for the better delivery of
healthcare services. I have this anticipation which can only become a
reality if I attain a scholarship to further my studies. I believe I am ready to
head for new challenges in my line of work and attain more roles as a
healthcare professional in my line of work. But the only restriction that
separates me from my life goal is the lack of further educational basis in
my carrier which I can now have with the help of a scholarship.
I believe in being a true and magnificent representative of an
academic elite in my workplace, society and more so as the head of my
family. I am a father to my son whom I would like to very much admire
my traits, so to set up my academic progressiveness, I would like to pursue
further studies to the highest point possible. And as luck have it, here is the
chance to ascertain my dreams through the help of a scholarship. I
preserve the same image to the society and my fellow workmates who I
would like to see me as a mentor, as a person they can look for and have
the urge to further their education for a better and elite livelihood through
furthering their education as well.
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